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Bicycle and Pedestrian 

Bicycle and Pedestrian Network Connectivity 
Measure at a Glance  

Category: Connectivity 
Subcategory: Bicycle/Pedestrian  

 

Indicator Overview 

Description 

This indicator measures of the extent to which bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure provides access to locations in the region 
of interest and the directness of routes between nodes in the network. Greater access through more direct routes result in 
higher scores. Greater network connectivity can encourage greater network utilization.  Increase in connectivity increases 
bicyclists and walkers throughout the area. Increasing bicycle and pedestrian connectivity encourages the use of these modes 
as an alternative to the private automobile, reduces overall reliance on the private automobile, and travelers’ use of this 
infrastructure has an indirect connection with decreases in automobile and transit emissions. 

Human and Environmental Drivers 

Human: The connectivity of bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure is a function of extent and design of the network.  
Construction and maintenance of the bicycle and pedestrian network (sidewalks, bike paths, trails) increases connectivity. 
Development of bicycle and pedestrian pathways in conjunction with transit service increases overall connectivity.     
                                                                                       

Application  

In the Basin  

TRPA currently monitors and reports “Miles of Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Improved or Constructed” in the Regional 
Transportation Plan and as an Environmental Improvement Program performance measure. TRPA has also monitored and 
reported “Miles of Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Constructed” each year since it was identified as one of 14 Regional Plan 
Performance Measures approved by the TRPA Governing Board in 2013. Bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure provides key 
links between Tahoe communities and recreation areas and reduces reliance on the automobile. The active transportation 
network includes all existing infrastructure, including: shared-use paths, bike lanes, bike routes, sidewalks, and enhanced 
crosswalks. The 2016 Active Transportation Plan reports there are 120 miles of bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure in the 
Region, and another 120 miles of facilities planned. 
 

External Uses  

Carson Area Metropolitan Planning Organization uses the “Miles of Bicycle Lane, Sidewalk, and Shared Use Path Added or 
Reconstructed” measures to understand which transportation modes are accommodated within the region (Carson Area 
Metropolitan Planning Organization 2016). 
Metro (Portland, OR) uses the “Miles of Bikeways, Sidewalks, and Shared Use Path Added” measures to understand how basic 
infrastructure influences the built environment of the region  (Metro 2014). 
Sacramento Area Council of Governments uses “Miles of Bicycle Route and Shared Use Path Added” and “Bike Route Miles 
per 100,000 Population” to understand the amount of bicycle infrastructure in the region (SACOG 2016a). 
The City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County  uses “Miles of Bicycle Lane” and “Shared-Use Path Added 
or Reconstructed” to ensure that bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure is being incorporated into transportation improvement 
projects (City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County 2015). 
Washoe Regional Transportation Commission uses “Miles of Bicycle Lanes and Sidewalks Added” to understand pedestrian 
and multimodal safety in the region (Washoe Regional Transportation Commission 2013). 
Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission uses “Percentage of Parcels within Census Defined Urbanized Areas that have 
Sidewalks” to understand the accessibility to transportation choices in the region (Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission 
2011). 
San Francisco County Transportation Authority uses use “Bicycle Network Connectivity to understand the performance of 
non-motorized transportation in the region (San Francisco County Transportation Authority 2013a). The county also uses 
“Miles of Sidewalk Added or Reconstructed” to understand pedestrian safety in the region (San Francisco County 
Transportation Authority 2013b)  

Literature or Guidance Documents  

The Nevada Department of Transportation’s Planning Executive Group outlines a means for establishing infrastructure to 
create effective pedestrian and bicycle facilities through projects such as an installation of safe bicycle networks to school. 
Planning and infrastructure for the projects are largely powered by NDOT’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Planning Group with funding 
partnerships provided through Nevada’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Board. (Nevada Department of Transportation n.d.). 
Connectivity measures are suggested to provide information that is useful for understanding how urban design impacts travel 
behavior and for designing standards for development that promote network utilization (Dill 2004).   
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Relationship with Goal 

Connectivity: This measure directly relates to the connectivty goal because it provides a direct measure of the network 
connectivity.   
Quality of Life: Improved mobility, access, and transporation options can reduce travel times and are positiively associated 
with quality of life. Greater connectivity can encourage higher levels of utilization of the active transporation network which 
which increases levels of physical activity and decreases health problems associated with inactivity (i.e. obesity, heart disease, 
etc.).                                                                                               

Variations of the Measure / Alternatives to the measures  

Miles of Bicycle Lane Added or Reconstructed - Measures the total length of bike lanes added to the system. It directly 
measures expansion of infrastructure, which is correlated with, but does not include the design elements of connectivity based 
measures. 
Miles of Sidewalk Added or Reconstructed- Measures the total length of sidewalk added to the system. It directly measures 
expansion of infrastructure, which is correlated with, but does not include the design elements of connectivity based 
measures. 
Miles of Shared Use Path Added or Reconstructed - Measures the total length of paths added to the system, with a focus on 
multiple use paths. It directly measures expansion of infrastructure, which is correlated with, but does not include the design 
elements of connectivity based measures. 
Bike Route Miles per 100,000 Population - The total length of bike trails, normalized by population within the area of interest. 
Measure of system state, and system size relative population.  
Pedestrian and Bicycle Crossing Opportunities – The number of intersections per unit area.  
Bicycle and Pedestrian Network Density – The miles of bicycle and pedestrian paths per unit area.   
Safe Bicycle Network to School – The number or percentage of schools that have an identified safe biking route. Percent of 
Urbanized Areas that have Sidewalks – The proportion centerline feet of roadway within a specified region that have 
associated sidewalks.  

References 

(Carson Area Metropolitan Planning Organization 2016) 
(Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2010) 
(Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2013) 
(City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County 2015) 
(Dill 2004) 
(“Environmental Correlates of Walking and Cycling: Findings from the Transportation, Urban Design, and Planning 
Literatures” 2003) 
(Metro 2014) 
(Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission 2011) 
(Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission 2012) 
(Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission 2016) 
(Nevada Department of Transportation n.d.) 
(Queensland Government Department of Transport and Main Roads 2017) 

(SACOG 2016a) 
(SACOG 2016b) 
(San Francisco County Transportation Authority 2013b) 
(San Francisco County Transportation Authority 2013a) 
(Southworth 2005) 
(Washoe Regional Transportation Commission 2013) 
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Percent of Roadways with Adjacent Bicycle/Pedestrian Facilities 
Measure at a Glance  

Category: Connectivity 
Subcategory: Bicycle/Pedestrian 

 

Indicator Overview 

Description 

This indicator measures the proportion of roadway miles that have sidewalks or bike lanes. The measure provides information 
on the availability of bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure alternatives to travel along a roadway.  

Human and Environmental Drivers 

 The “Percent of Roadways with Adjacent Bicycle/Pedestrian Facilities” is a function of investment in construction and 
maintenance of bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure (sidewalks, bike paths, trails) relative to construction of additional 
roadways.  Roadway expansion without bicycle or pedestrian lanes will decrease scores, while construction of bicycle or 
pedestrian lanes along existing roadways will increase the score.  

Application  

In the Basin  

No current in-basin use. 

External uses  

Florida Department of Transportation uses “Percent of Roadways with Adjacent Bicycle/Pedestrian Facilities” to track active 
transportation alternatives and quality of life (Florida Department of Transportation n.d.). 
Oregon Department of Transportation uses “Percent of Roadways with Adjacent Bicycle/Pedestrian Facilities” to measure 
progress towards its goal of establishing “safe, walkable and bikeable communities” (Oregon Department of Transportation 
2017). 
Tennessee Department of Transportation uses “Percent of Roadways with Adjacent Bicycle/Pedestrian Facilities” to 
understand the mobility, access, and safety of non-motorized traffic (Tennessee Department of Transportation 2016). 

Literature or Guidance Documents  

 

Relationship with Goal 

Connectivity: The development of bicycle and pedestrian pathways increases overall connectivity and utility. Increasing bicycle 
and pedestrian connectivity encourages the use of these modes as an alternative to the private automobile. Reducing reliance 
on the private automobile and private auto trips can improve air quality by reducing emissions.  
Safety: Providing adjacent bicycle and pedestrian facilities that are aligned with and separated from roadways increases safety  
of active transportation travelers. Safety improvements can also increase utilization.  
 

Variations of the Measure / Alternatives to the measures  

No variations identified. 

References 

(City of Davis 2009) 
(Florida Department of Transportation n.d.) 
(Maryland State Highway Administration 2015) 
(Minnesota Department of Transportation 2017) 
(National Association of City Transportation Officials 2016) 
(Oregon Department of Transportation 2015) 
(Oregon Department of Transportation 2017) 
(Tennessee Department of Transportation 2016) 
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Pedestrian Environment Factor 
Measure at a Glance  

Category: Connectivity 
Subcategory: Bicycle/Pedestrian 

 

Indicator Overview 

Description 

This indicator measures the density of streets within a region and is a proxy for pedestrian friendliness or walkability. This 
measure is computed by as the number of census blocks within a quarter mile area, which means that functionally is a simple 
measure of street network density (Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2013).  

Human and Environmental Drivers 

Shorter block length and greater number of intersections within an area increase the PEF score.  

Application  

In the Basin  

No current in-basin use. 

External uses  

Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning uses “Weighted Pedestrian Environment Factor” to understand neighborhood 
walkability (Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2013). 

Literature or Guidance Documents  

No literature or guidance documents identified. 

Relationship with Goal 

Connectivity: This measure relates to active transportation connectivity because it provides an indication of the walkability of 
an area. The measure is intended for quick calculation based on readily available data, and doesn’t include a host of factors 
that are often associated with pedestrian friendliness.  These factors include, topography, presence of sidewalks, ease of street 
crossings, network connectivity, or the presence of amenities.  

Variations of the Measure / Alternatives to the measures  

Weighted Pedestrian Environment Factor - Aggregates local PEF scores to produce a regional score, by weighting the local 
scores by population of local area (Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2013).  
A second, unnamed variant, computes the score based only on the subset of streets in the area deemed suitable for walking.  
(Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2013). 
Pedestrian Environment Factor – A measure by the same name is referenced within the academic literature, based on the 
presence of six factors associated with walkability; sidewalks, parking lots, building setbacks, block length, intersection type, 
and census block.  
Density (Parks & Schofer 2006).  
Pedestrian Friendliness Index (PFI) – Is a subjective weighting of the friendliness of the pedestrian environment developed or 
the Maryland National Capital Parks and Planning Commission (Parks & Schofer 2006).  

References 

(Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2010) 
(Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2013) 

(Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2015) 
(Parks & Schofer 2006) 
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Emerging Technology  

Number of Parking Spots with Access to Plug-in Electric Vehicle (PEV) Charging 
Measure at a Glance  

Category: Connectivity 
Subcategory: Emerging Technology 

 

Indicator Overview 

Description 

This indicator is a count of the number of park places that are equiped for charging plug-in electric vehicles. The measure 
speaks to the ease of use of PEV in an area and adoption of emerging technology.  

Human and Environmental Drivers 

The number of parking places that support PEV charging in the region is a function of public and private investment in 
construction of PEV charges stations. Policies that encourage installation of PEV charging stations in parking lots encourage 
consumers to purchase PEVs. Citing PEV charging stations can be a challenge in areas where parking is limited and can create 
conflict if it involves a reduction in the supply of parking spots for traditional vehicles. Local jurisdictions in the basin have 
noted that citing PEV sites can be a challenge because of coverage restrictions.   

Application  

In the Basin  

TRPA uses “Number of Parking Spots with Access to PEV Charging” to understand charging station deployment in the Tahoe 
Region (Tahoe Regional Planning Agency & Truckee Donner Public Utility District 2017). 

External uses  

The San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District includes parking space requirements for the insetting of plug-in electric 
vehicle charging stations as a part of their Plug-In Electric Vehicle Readiness Plan (California Center for Sustainable Energy & 
San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District 2014) 

Literature or Guidance Documents  

No literature or guidance documents identified. 

Relationship with Goal 

Connectivity: Greater availablity of charging stations encourages additional use and adoption of PEVs. 
Emerging Technology: This measure direction relates to emerging technology goals because it looks into dispersion and 
availability of charging stations for plug-in electric vehicles. 
Air Quality: This measure relates to air quality goals because it encourages use of vehicles that produce fewer harmful 
emissions than traditional private automobiles.  

Variations of the Measure / Alternatives to the measures  

No variations identified. 

References 

(California Center for Sustainable Energy & San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District 2014) 
(California Center for Sustainable Energy 2013) 
(Tahoe Regional Planning Agency & Truckee Donner Public Utility District 2017) 

(United States Department of Energy 2008) 
(United States Department of Energy 2015) 
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Number of Alternative Fueling Stations 
Measure at a Glance  

Category: Connectivity 
Subcategory: Emerging Technology 

 

Indicator Overview 

Description 

This indicator is a count of the total number of alternative fueling stations within a defined geographic area. The measure is 
used assess barriers to use or the ease of using alternative fuel vehicles within a region. As the number and connectivity of 
alternative fueling stations increases, adoption of alternative fuel vehicles is expected to increase.  

Human and Environmental Drivers 

The “Number of Alternative Fueling Stations” is a function of public and private investment in construction of the fueling 
stations. Construction can be driven by either consumer demand for alternative fuel fueling stations or by investment in 
alternative fueling stations designed to create demand for alternative fuel vehicles.  

Application  

In the Basin  

Tahoe Regional Planning Agency uses “Number of Alternative Fuel Stations” and “Total Number of Charging Stations (Level 
1, 2, and DC; Residential, Workplace, Destination)” to understand charging station deployment in the Tahoe Region (Tahoe 
Regional Planning Agency & Truckee Donner Public Utility District 2017). 

External uses  

Tennessee Department of Transportation uses “Number of Alternative Fuel Stations” to understand the environmental 
sustainability and protect natural and environmental resources (Tennessee Department of Transportation 2016). 
Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Organization uses “Number of Alternative Fuel Stations” to understand the production and use 
of renewable fuel sources in the region (Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission 2011). 

Literature or Guidance Documents  

No literature or guidance documents identified. 

Relationship with Goal 

Environmental: Increased availability of alternative fueling stations encourages use of PEVs, which reduces pollutant 
emissions from mobile sources. Reducing emissions from mobile sources improves air quality.   
 
Connectivity: Availability of alternative fueling stations provides an indication of how ease of use of PEVs within the region or 
the extent to which there is connectivity that enables use. The measure does not account for the spatial distribution or 
distance between charging stations, which also influences ease of use.   

Variations of the Measure / Alternatives to the measures  

Counts of charging stations often differential between the power (or level) of the charging stations and the location of the 
charging infrastructure. The level of the charging station Level (1, 2, and DC) relates to the length of time required to charge a 
battery using the station. Higher level charging stations that can charge cars more quickly improve accessibility and ease of 
use of the infrastructure.  The location of infrastructure which is often classified as, residential, workplace, destination, 
provides an indication of who has access to the charging stations.  

References 

(Melaina & Bremson 2008) 
(Melaina 2003) 
(Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission 2011) 
(Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission 2012) 
(Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission 2016) 
(Tahoe Regional Planning Agency & Truckee Donner Public Utility District 2017) 

(Tennessee Department of Transportation 2016) 
(Toyota 2017) 
(United States Department of Energy 2017a) 
(United States Department of Energy 2017b) 
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Plug-in Electric Vehicle (PEV) Charging Equipment with ADA Accessibility 
Measure at a Glance  

Category: Connectivity 
Subcategory: Emerging Technology 

 

Indicator Overview 

Description 

This indicator measures the accessibility of PEV charging stations, specifically aligning with ADA needs. The measure is reported 
as a count or a percentatge of charging stations.  

Human and Environmental Drivers 

Human: Implementation of accesible charging stations for those necessitating ADA accessiblity entails creating a buffer for 
exiting a parked vehicle, installing new parking spaces with both ADA accessibility and PEV charging, and installation of PEV 
charging stations at existing parking spaces already marked as ADA accessible. 
Environmental: A connected alternative fueling station transportation system encourages use of emerging technology and 
represents a positive shift toward the alternative fuel use and improved air quality as emissions decrease. 

Application  

In the Basin  

TRPA uses “PEV Charging Equipment with ADA Accessibility” to understand charging station deployment in the Tahoe Region 
(Tahoe Regional Planning Agency & Truckee Donner Public Utility District 2017). 

External uses  

No external uses identified. 

Literature or Guidance Documents  

No literature or guidance documents identified. 

Relationship with Goal 

Quality of Life - This measure relates to the resident quality of life goal because increases accessibility of amenities to residents 
and visitors. 
Air Quality: Increased availability and accessibility of alternative fueling stations encourages use of PEVs, which reduces 
pollutant emissions from mobile sources. Reducing emissions from mobile sources improves air quality.   
Connectivity: Availability and accessibility of alternative fueling stations provides an indication of how ease of use of PEVs 
within the region or the extent to which there is connectivity that enables use. The measure does not account for the spatial 
distribution or distance between charging stations, which also influences ease of use.  . 

Variations of the Measure / Alternatives to the measures  

No variations identified. 

References 

(California Plug-in Electric Vehicle Collaborative 2012) 
(Corelis 2015) 
(Tahoe Regional Planning Agency & Truckee Donner Public Utility District 2017 p.) 

(United States Department of Energy 2014) 
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Transit 

Transit Connectivity 
Measure at a Glance  

Category: Connectivity 
Subcategory: Transit 

 

Indicator Overview 

Description 

This indicator quantifies the connectivity and spatial coverage of transit service within an area.  

Human and Environmental Drivers 

Higher density of bus routes and train stations in a given area improves the Transit Connectivity; increasing frequency of 
service improves the Transit Connectivity; coordination of multiple transit agencies in a given area can increase routes, 
stations, and service frequency which improves the Transit Connectivity; Universal fare structures/card for regional transit 
services increases ease of use and network connectivity.  

Application  

In the Basin  

No current in-basin use. 

External uses  

San Francisco County Transportation Commission uses “Transit Coverage” to understand the pattern of the transit network 
and the service area covered in the County (San Francisco County Transportation Authority 2013a). 
Riverside County Transportation Commission uses “Distribution of Benefits and Costs of Transit” to understand how transit 
connectivity relates to environmental justice (Riverside County Transportation Commission 2011). 
Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning uses the “Transit Connectivity Index” to understand system accessibility (Chicago 
Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2013). 

Literature or Guidance Documents  

No literature or guidance documents identified. 

Relationship with Goal 

Connectivity: This measure utilizes the number of routes, route frequency, number of stops, and network coverage to assess 
the connectivity of the transit service in a given area.  

Variations of the Measure / Alternatives to the measures  

Transit Connectivity Index (TCI) – Measures the number of bus routes and train stations within walking distance for households 
in an area. The measure is adjust for the frequency of transit service to the transit stops (CNT 2017).   
Transit Coverage – Measures the percent of population with access to transit.   
Directness of Transit Routes – Provides a measure of the number of stops and length of the route between two destinations. 
More stops and longer travel distances related to lower scores.    
Distribution of Benefits and Costs of Transit – Quantifies which communities benefit from and bear the costs of transit 
operations, and used to assess or evaluate concerns related to environmental justice and equity. 
 

References 

(CNT 2017) 
(Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2010) 
(Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2013) 

(Metropolitan Transportation Commission 2005) 
(Metropolitan Transportation Commission 2006) 
(Riverside County Transportation Commission 2011) 
(San Francisco County Transportation Authority 2013a) 
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Transit Network Completion 
Measure at a Glance  

Category: Connectivity 
Subcategory: Transit  

 

Indicator Overview 

Description 

This indicator measures the proportion of the projects identified in a long term plan goal that have been completed. It is a 
direct measure of implementation progress.   

Human and Environmental Drivers 

Transit network completion is a function of investment in transit projects included in the plan.  Higher levels of investment 
and greater levels of public and political support will result in faster network completion.  Opposition to projects or lower 
levels of investment to projects within the plan will slow network completion.  
 

Application  

In the Basin  

Tahoe Transportation District uses “Percent of Long Range Transit Network that is Complete” to understand transit level of 
service (Tahoe Transportation District 2017). 

External uses  

No external uses identified. 

Literature or Guidance Documents  

No literature or guidance documents identified. 

Relationship with Goal 

Connectivity: This measure relates to the connectivity/transit goal because it measures progress towards completion of a 
network that would provide regional connectivity.   
Operations: This measure relates to the operative completion and facilitation of transit networks. 

Variations of the Measure / Alternatives to the measures  

Percent of Long Range Transit Network that is Complete. 

References 

(Knight & Trygg 1977) 
(Rodrigue et al. 2013) 
(Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 2017)  
(Tahoe Transportation District 2017) 

(Taylor et al. 2009) 
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Transit Ridership 
Measure at a Glance  

Category: Connectivity 
Subcategory: Transit 

 

Indicator Overview 

Description 

This indicator measures the number of passengers that use a transit service; could be on an average weekday, weekend, 
quarterly, etc.. This measure shows transit utilization and is an indirect measure of transit network connectivity.  

Human and Environmental Drivers 

Total population is positively associated with transit ridership; however, population pattern has a strong influence on 
ridership. Centralized populations and growth in centralized areas are positively associated with ridership, while sprawl and 
low-density development is associated with lower levels of ridership. However, ridership has been found to plateau once 
density reaches about 20-30 people per acre (Armbruster 2010). Lower-income populations generally utilize transit at higher 
rates than middle-income and high-income populations. Strong network connectivity and high frequency of service are 
positively associated with ridership. Higher private automobile travel costs tend to have a positive impact on transit ridership. 
Increases in fuel prices have a minimally positive effect on transit ridership, unless the fuel price is increased significantly, such 
as the energy crisis in the 1970s. Higher transit fares decreases ridership. Paid parking/parking costs have a positive effect on 
transit ridership. Other factors that positively influence transit ridership include: parking availability reductions in central 
business districts/downtown areas, increases in public funding for transit services, lower cost or special discounts to certain 
demographics (e.g. students, seniors, etc.), use of real-time transit information (Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), and 
improved service information, on-street service, station safety, customer service, safety, cleanliness, and service marketing. 

Application  

In the Basin  

TRPA and Tahoe’s transit operators (Tahoe Transportation District and Placer County) track and report transit ridership to 
understand usage of the Region’s transit system.  
https://laketahoeinfo.org/Indicator/Summary/TransitRidership/Overview  

External uses  

Texas Transportation Institute uses “Ridership per Index of Transit Need Population” and “Transit Ridership” to understand 
livability in communities and neighborhoods and the demand of transit services (Texas Transportation Institute 2013). 
Sacramento Area Council of Governments uses “Weekday Passenger Boardings” to understand transit productivity in the 
region (SACOG 2016a). 
Florida Department of Transportation uses “Transit Ridership” to understand the mobility and accessibility of the state 
(Florida Department of Transportation n.d.). 
Oregon Department of Transportation uses “Transit Ridership” to understand the mobility and economic vitality of the state 
(Oregon Department of Transportation 2015). 
Tennessee Department of Transportation uses “Transit Ridership” to understand the state’s transit needs (Tennessee 
Department of Transportation 2016). 
Sacramento Area Council of Governments uses “Transit Ridership” to understand the mobility and accessibility in the region 
(SACOG 2016b). 
Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning uses “Transit Ridership” to understand the effectiveness of the region’s transit 
system (Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2010). 
Washoe Regional Transportation Commission uses “Transit Ridership” to understand environmental sustainability and the 
performance of the region’s transportation system (Washoe Regional Transportation Commission 2013). 
Santa Barbara County Association of Governments uses “Transit Ridership” to understand journey-to-work mode share in 
the region (Santa Barbara County Association of Governments 2016). 
Denver Regional Council of Governments uses “Transit Ridership” to understand transit system preservation (Denver Regional 
Council of Governments 2011). 
Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission uses “Transit Ridership” to understand how to attract and retain a skilled work force 
(Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission 2012).  

Literature or Guidance Documents  

The Nevada Department of Transportation Planning Executive Group analyzes transit ridership alongside maintenance, and 
established a program to ensure that everything is running according to plan (Nevada Department of Transportation n.d.) 

Relationship with Goal 

Connectivity: This measure quantifies the number of transit riders per revenue mile. The number of people being served by 
transit services directly relates to how well the transit service is serving the public and connecting people with the destinations 
to which they desire to travel. 

https://laketahoeinfo.org/Indicator/Summary/TransitRidership/Overview
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Congestion: This measure is indirectly related to congestion, as it provides a measure of availability of alternatives to travel in 
the private automobile. 

Variations of the Measure / Alternatives to the measures  

There are numerous variations of ridership metric, each of which is designed to provide insight into the effectiveness of the 
transit service and provides insight into how the frequency, route patterns, or service cost of transit service should be adjusted. 
Ridership per Index of Transit Need Population- Adjusts ridership to account for “need” of the population served.  
Weekday/Weekend Passenger Boardings – Count of the number of passengers that board transit, segmented by the time of 
boarding.  
Seat Utilization – The proportion of transit seats that are occupied by passengers.  
Boardings per Revenue Mile - Count of the number of paying passengers that board transit divided by the number of miles 
travelled by transit vehicles.  
Boardings per Revenue Hour - Count of the number of paying passengers that board transit divided by the number of hours 
the vehicle is in operation, this includes the time from the bus yard to/from the route .  
Annual Growth in Boardings from Base Year – Year over year change in transit riders relative to reference year.  
Annual Growth in Boardings per Vehicle Trip from Base Year - Year over year change in transit riders divided by number of 
transit vehicle trips relative to reference year. 
Annual Growth in Boardings per Mile from Base Year - Year over year change in transit riders divided by number of total 
miles transit vehicles travel relative to reference year. 
 

References 

(Armbruster 2010) 
(Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2010) 
(Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2013) 
(City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County 2015) 
(Denver Regional Council of Governments 2011) 
(Denver Regional Council of Governments 2016) 
(Florida Department of Transportation n.d.) 
(Metropolitan Transportation Commission n.d.) 
(Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission 2011) 
(Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission 2012) 
(Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission 2016) 
(Nevada Department of Transportation n.d.) 
(Oregon Department of Transportation 2015) 
(Sacramento Area Council of Governments 2016a) 
(SACOG 2016b) 
(San Francisco County Transportation Authority 2013b) 

(Santa Barbara County Association of Governments 2016) 
(Taylor & Fink 2003) 
(Tennessee Department of Transportation 2016) 
(Texas Transportation Institute 2013) 
(Transit Cooperative Research Program 1998) 
(Washoe Regional Transportation Commission 2013) 
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Transit Service Hours 
Measure at a Glance  

Category: Connectivity 
Subcategory: Transit  

 

Indicator Overview 

Description 

This indicator is the sum of the total number of hours that transit vehicles (e.g. buses, trains) are in-service. The measure does 
not include time that vehicles spend travelling to or from storage facilities, it is the hours in service for carrying passengers.  
 

Human and Environmental Drivers 

“Transit Service Hours” is a function of the decisions that transit operators make with regard to the number of vehicles in 
operation at a given time and length of service hours. Decisions with regard to hours of operations are generally balanced 
with ridership forecasts to minimize unnecessary operating costs. Increasing frequency and timeliness of transit during peak 
traffic hours can increase ridership and thus revenue.                                                                                                                                   
 

Application  

In the Basin  

Tahoe Transportation District uses “Annual Growth in Service Hours from Base Year” and “Growth in Annual Service Hours 
per Resident from Base Year” to understand transit level of service and inform policy to increase transit service and 
connections throughout the Region (Tahoe Transportation District 2017). 

External uses  

Sacramento Area Council of Governments uses “Transit Service Hours”, “Weekday Transit Service Hours”, and “Increase in 
Daily Transit Vehicle Service Hours in Environmental Justice (low-income) Areas” to understand transit overall quality and 
equity (SACOG 2016a, 2016b). 
Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission uses “Transit Service Hours” to understand how to attract and retain a skilled work 
force (Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission 2012). 

Literature or Guidance Documents  

No literature or guidance documents identified. 

Relationship with Goal 

Connectivity: Increases or decreases in “Transit Service Hours” is an indirect measure of transit connectivity. Increasing service 
hours allows for increased connectivity between transit riders and their destinations.  
Operations: “Transit Service Hours” is a direct measure of the decisions transit operators make.                 
Resident Quality of Life: Increases or decreases in transit service hours impacts residents ability to travel to desired 
destinations. This measure relates to resident and visitor quality of life when Increasing service hours in low-income 
neighborhoods increases resident quality of life by providing increased mobility opportunities and decreased reliance on the 
private automobile where there may be lower vehicle ownership rates.                                                                                         
Environmental: Increased transit service hours decreases the reliance on the private automobile and may reduce emissions. 
Emissions reductions can improve air quality.  may indirectly result from greater accessibility and direct, convenient transit 
routes to all residents.  

Variations of the Measure / Alternatives to the measures  

Weekday Transit Service Hours - Total number of service hours on Monday - Friday.  
Annual Growth in Service Hours from Base Year- Change in service hours is expressed as year over year change in the number 
of service hours. Growth can also be calculated relative to the number of service hours in a base year.    
Growth in Annual Service Hours per Resident from Base Year - The total number of service hours divided by the residential 
population of the area. Increase is expressed as year over year change the number of hours per resident.  
Increase in Transit Service Hours in Low-income Areas - Number of services hours in neighborhoods identified as low income. 
Increase is expressed as year over year change in the number of service hours or relative to service in a base year.    
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